
 
 
PIONEER EXPANDS ITS RANGE OF FULL HD DASH CAMERAS 
 
 

 
 
 

Pioneer Europe (May 2nd, 2020) – Pioneer announces that it is expanding its range of Dash 

Cameras by introducing three new models. These new models compromise of the flagship VREC-

DZ700DC; a 2-Channel front and rear dual camera package, the VREC-DZ600; a 1-Channel front 

camera, and the VREC-DH200, an Ultra Compact Design 1-Channel front camera. Each Dash 

Camera records in FULL HD (1920 x 1080p), Wide Viewing Angles of up to 160° ensuring you 

capture data even in blind spots, GPS and G-Sensors for precise location accuracy and also built-in 

Wi-Fi® to connect your smartphone via an exclusive Pioneer app1. Check recorded videos or set up 

the Dash Camera on the screen of a compatible iPhone or Android™ smartphone. 

 

“With more and more vehicles on the road, accidents can occur, often not at your fault,” says Girish 

Janday, Product & Marketing Manager of Pioneer Europe NV. “Being able to identify who was at 

fault, quickly, not only for you, but also for your insurance company, can help reduce false insurance 

claims. That is why owning a Pioneer Dash Camera is important. With core features such as Wide 

Viewing Angles, GPS, Night Time Mode, Security Mode and especially 24/7 Security Mode2, we 

believe our new range can help protect you, your loved ones, and your insurance premium by 

capturing evidence in high quality that can be used, should it ever be required”. 

 

Paying special attention to the quality of the recorded data, Pioneer designed the VREC-DZ700DC 

and VREC-DZ600 to record using High Sensitivity. This means that when driving on roads or in 

tunnels, the license plate and surrounding conditions are clearly recorded. Pioneer calls this feature 

Night Time Mode. By adopting the SONY CMOS sensor STARVIS™, Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) 

and High Dynamic Range (HDR) these Dash Cameras really give a good balance between bright 

and low light conditions. This combination of image correction means these products are suitable for 

night time driving. 

                                                 
1 Compatible smartphone required. App availability is depending on your country. 
2 24/7 Security Mode included with VREC-DZ700DC. Optional RD-HWK100 accessory required for VREC-
DZ600, sold separately. 
 



 

Also featuring is Pioneer’s Security Mode, allowing for automatic recording of a scene after an 

impact is detected when your vehicle is parked. In addition to Security Mode, 24/7 Security Mode 

uses the vehicle battery after the Dash Camera internal battery goes empty, allowing you to monitor 

your vehicle 24/7, 365 days a year. Great for extra peace of mind that your vehicle is protected, 

even if the engine is off, or parked at a restaurant or an airport for example. 

 

VREC-DZ700DC. 2-Channel, Front & Rear Dual Dash Camera package.  

Full HD. 160° Wide Viewing Angle. GPS. G-Sensor. Wi-Fi. Pioneer Dash Camera Interface app. 

Night Time Mode. WDR, HDR (Rear). SONY CMOS sensor STARVIS™. 24/7 Security Mode. Dual 

Recording. 16GB microSD included. 

 

VREC-DZ600. 1-Channel Front Dash Camera. 

Full HD. 160° Wide Viewing Angle. GPS. G-Sensor. Wi-Fi. Pioneer Dash Camera Interface app. 

Night Time Mode. WDR. HDR. SONY CMOS sensor STARVIS™. Security Mode*. 16GB microSD 

included. (*Optional 24/7 Security Mode requires RD-HWK100 accessory, sold separately). 

 

VREC-DH200. 1-Channel Ultra Compact Design Front Dash Camera. 

Full HD. 130° Wide Viewing Angle. GPS. G-Sensor. Wi-Fi. Pioneer Dash Camera Remote app. 
Security Mode. Gesture Event Recording. 16GB microSD included. 
 
 

Pioneer’s new Dash Camera range is available now, at Pioneer authorised car audio outlets. For 
further information, please contact your local Pioneer outlet, or visit http://www.pioneer-
car.eu/dashcamera for more information.  
 
Follow us on: 
Twitter at Twitter/PioneerEurope 
Facebook at Facebook/Pioneercar 
YouTube at Youtube/PioneerEurope 
Instagram at Instagram/@Pioneer_Car 

 
Read all safety instructions in the product documentation before use. Distracted driving can result in serious injury, or death. Only use a function when it is 
safe and legal in your location, pay attention to the road and your surroundings, and obey all traffic rules. 
 
The Wi-Fi CERTIFED™ Logo is a certification mark of Wi-Fi Alliance®. microSDXC Logo is a trademark of SD-3G LLC. iPhone, and Lightning are trademarks 
of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 
Download our app on Google Play. 
Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google LLC. 
 

STARVIS and  are trademarks of Sony Corporation.  
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.  
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